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1. Introduction and summary
This paper investigates the relation between a branching process and a non-linear
dynamical system in C2. This idea has previously been fruitful in many
investigations, including that of the FKPP equation by McKean, Neveu, Bramson,
and others. Our concerns here are somewhat different from those in other work:
we wish to elucidate those features of the dynamical system which correspond to
the long-term behaviour of the random process. In particular, we are interested in
how the dimension of the global attractor corresponds to that of the tail j-algebra
of the process. The PoincareÂ±Dulac operator which (locally) intertwines the non-
linear system with its linearization may sometimes be exhibited as a Fourier±
Laplace transform of tail-measurable random variables; but things change
markedly when parameters cross values giving the `primary resonance' in the
PoincareÂ±Dulac sense. Probability proves effective in establishing global proper-
ties amongst which is a clear description of the global convergence to the
attractor. Several of our probabilistic results are analogues of ones obtained by
Kesten and Stigum, and by Athreya and Ney, for discrete branching processes.
Our simpler context allows the use of ItoÃ calculus.
Because the paper bridges two subjects, dynamical-system theory and
probability theory, we take considerable care with the exposition of both aspects.
For probabilist readers, we provide a brief guide to PoincareÂ±Dulac theory; and
we take the view that in a paper which we hope will be read by analysts, it would
be wrong to fudge any details of rigour in our probabilistic arguments.
1.1. An example
Before we begin, consider the ¯ow Jt ± z0  zt of the dynamical system
Çz  2zÿ 2z2 on C, and the `linear' ¯ow Lt associated with the linearization
Çw  2w of J at 0. These ¯ows are globally isomorphic if considered on the
Riemann sphere in that if we write Gw : w=1 w with inverse map
gz : z=1ÿ z, then Jt ± G  G ±Lt for every t. (Of course, `:' means `is
de®ned to equal'.) If E denotes the set fz: Rz> 0g, then Jt: t > 0 acts on E,
and A : T t > 0 Jt E is the disc D 12 ; 12  : fz: jzÿ 12 j< 12 g. Thus, the set A is
homeomorphic to the unit ball in R2. Moreover, A consists of the ®xed points 0
and 1 of J together with the tracks of heteroclinic orbits of J (which are arcs of
circles) going from 0 to 1 within E. (A heteroclinic orbit going from 0 to 1 within
E is a path of the form ft; Jt z: t 2 Rg where Jt z 2 E t 2 R, Jt z! 0 as
t! ÿ1 and Jt z! 1 as t! 1; its track is then the subset fJt z: t 2 Rg of E.)
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But, if we step up a `complex' dimension, things are already much
more interesting.
Here is a hint of things to come, but in an example where extra structure causes
dramatic simpli®cation. Let q1 and q2 be positive real constants. Consider
solutions fz1t; z2t: ÿ1 < t < 1g, where (for n  1; 2) zn: R! C, of
Çz1  2z1 ÿ 2z21  q1z2 ÿ z1;
Çz2  2z2 ÿ 2z22  q2z1 ÿ z2:
1:1:1
Figure 1 illustrates the (somewhat `freaky') case when q1  q2  1, the left-
hand half showing the ¯ow of (1.1.1) on R2, and the right-hand half showing the
z1; z2 7! Rz1; Rz2 projection of some orbits in C2.
Restrict attention now to solutions for which
Rznt > 0 n  1; 2; ÿ1 < t < 1:
Clearly the set At of all possible values of z1t ; z2t for such solutions is
independent of t: At A. If we have `strong coupling' in the sense that
q1  q2 > 1, then, as we shall see at the end of § 3,
z1t  z2t   zt  (say) ÿ1 < t < 1;
with z ?  satisfying our previous Çz  2zÿ 2z2, so that
A  fz1; z2: z1  z2 2D 12 ; 12 g
and A is homeomorphic to the unit ball in R2. For `weak coupling' with
q1  q2 < 1, A is homeomorphic to the unit ball in R3. Figure 2, discussed
further at the end of § 1.3, illustrates the (non-freaky) case when q1  q2  0:15.
If we had allowed the `no coupling' case when q1  q2  0, then, in that case, we
would have A  D 1
2
; 1
2
2, and A would be homeomorphic to the unit ball in
R4. We are interested in how these things (and, of course, other deeper analytic
results) relate to probability theory.
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Figure 1. Flows associated with 1:1:1 when q1  q2  1.
1.2. The dynamical system on E and its `dual' Markov process X
Let I  f1; 2g, and for i 2 I , let ri and qi in 0; 1 be strictly positive numbers.
For z: 0; 1 ´ I ! C, we consider the system
dz1
dt
 q1z2 ÿ z1  r1 z1 ÿ 2z21 ;
d z2
dt
 q2z1 ÿ z2  r2 z2 ÿ 2z22:
1:2:1
We shall use column-vector notation for C-valued functions on I, rewriting
(1.2.1) as
Çz : dz
dt
 R Qzÿ 2z2; 1:2:2
where
R : r1 0
0 r2
 
; Q : ÿq1 q1
q2 ÿq2
 
:
A study of dynamical systems in C2 has been made by Hille [6]. His interests
are rather different from ours.
By sticking to the 2-(complex-)dimensional case, we avoid excessive notation
and can illustrate some aspects with pictures. Everything extends in a natural way
to the case when I  f1; 2; . . . ; ng and Q is a matrix, with positive off-diagonal
elements and zero row sums, which acts as a self-adjoint operator on L2I ; m for
some measure m on I .
Analytical results on the dynamical system (1.2.1) begin in the next subsection.
We now prepare for the use of probabilistic methods utilizing a `measure-valued
process', one hardly worthy of the name because it can equally well be viewed as
a process on R2! However, the `measure-valued' terminology is the right one for
all contexts.
Let MI  denote the set of (non-negative) measures x on I ; we can think of
x 2MI  as a row vector x1; x2. For x 2MI and a function f on I, we
write x f  or xf for the `integral' x1f1  x2f2.
The reason that probability theory may be applied to classical potential theory
is that if f is a harmonic function on Rn, and B  fBt : t > 0g is a Brownian
motion on Rn, then f B  f f Bt: t > 0g is a local martingale. What allows us
to apply probability theory to our dynamical system is that there is an MI -
valued process X  fXt : t > 0g  fXt: t > 0g with the property that if z 2 C2 is
such that Js z is ®nite for 0 < s < t , then
fexpÿXs Jtÿ s z: 0 < s < tg
is a local martingale.
Here is an intuitive description of an approximation fXNt: t > 0g to the
process fXt: t > 0g started from a point x in MI , N being a large positive
integer. Start with x i N particles each of mass Nÿ1 at each state i in I. (Pretend
that each x i N is an integer!) `Independently of everything else', a particle at
state i at time t > 0 will within a small time interval t; t  h, either
jump to the other state of I with probability qi h oh, or
die (and have mass zero) with probability 2Nh oh, or
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split into two particles (each of mass Nÿ1(!)) with probability
ri  2N h oh, or
remain as it is.
We write X
i 
N tN for the number of (alive) particles at state i at time t. Suppose
that we know the values X
i 
N tN i 2 I  for some t. Then (ignoring oh terms),
over the time-interval t; t  h, the number of particles at state 1 will increase by
the sum of X
1
N tN random variables each taking the values
ÿ1; 1; 0 with probabilities q1  2N h, r1  2N h, 1ÿ 4N  r1  q1h,
and X
2
N t N random variables each taking the values
1; 0 with respective probabilities q2 h, 1ÿ q2h,
all summands being independent. By elementary probability theory, the increase in
total mass of particles at state 1 during t; t  h (given XNt) will have mean
and variance respectively
hfX 1N t ÿq1  r1  X 2N tq2g  Nÿ1oh;
hf4X 1N tg  Nÿ1hfX 1N tq1  r1  X 2N t q2g  Nÿ1oh:
We can therefore imagine that as N ! 1, the process XN ?  will converge to a
weak solution of the stochastic differential equation (SDE):
dXt  dBt jXt  dt XtR Q; X0  x; 1:2:3
where
jXt  diag

2

X
1
t
q
; 2

X
2
t
q 
;
and B is a (row-vector) Brownian motion on R2.
One normally formulates the study of weak solutions of SDEs in terms of
martingale problems. The reader is asked to take for granted the result from the
theory of measure-valued processes (see Dawson [5]) described in the next
paragraph. The remainder of the probability theory in the paper is standard
martingale material as found, for example, in books by Revuz and Yor [10] or
Rogers and Williams [12]. Especially, the following martingale-problem result is
exactly equivalent to the statement that equation (1.2.3) has a weak solution
unique in law. The solution X therefore has the strong Markov property.
For any x 2MI , there exists an MI -valued process X  fXt : t > 0g with
X0  x and such that for any function f on I,
U
f
t : Xt f ÿ
Z t
0
XsR Q f ds defines a local martingale 1:2:4
(relative to the augmented natural ®ltration of X ) with quadratic-variation process
U f t  4
Z t
0
Xs f 2 ds; 1:2:5
and that the law P x of X started at x is uniquely speci®ed by these properties: we say
that X is an R; Q; x-process. We let Ex denote the expectation associated with P x.
If we say that a statement holds almost surely, or a.s. for short, we mean that
for each x 2MI , it holds with P x probability 1. If we say that a process is a
martingale, we mean that for each x, the process is a P x-martingale relative to the
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P x-augmented natural ®ltration of X. And so on. (Markov a®cionados will
sweeten to taste.) In a statement of the form Ex ?   Ex ? , true for every x, we
shall often drop the superscript x.
We de®ne
z : infft: Xt  0; 0g< 1:
The total-mass process Xt1 of X satis®es
dXt1  2

Xt1
p
db Xtr dt;
where r  R1 and, by a familiar Pythagorean property, b is a Brownian motion.
We compare the Xt1-process with the squared `d-dimensional' Bessel process Z
which satis®es
dZ  2

Z
p
db d dt:
See § XI.1 of [10], or § V.48 of [12]. If 0 < d < 2, then Z has positive probability
of hitting 0; and it follows from the Yamada±Ikeda±Watanabe Comparison
Theorem [12, Theorem V.43.1] that for any compact neighbourhood F of 0; 0 in
0; 12, there exists « > 0 such that, for every x 2 F, P xz < 1> «. (For a more
signi®cant use of the Comparison Theorem spelt out in detail, see § 4.1.) It is
therefore almost surely true that if there is a (random) sequence of times t with
t! 1 such that Xt 2 F for every t in that sequence, then z < 1 for that
realization. (See the end of this subsection for a precise form of this intuitive
argument.) It now follows that
almost surely, either z < 1 or Xt1 ! 1; 1:2:6
each alternative having positive probability when X01 6 0.
The key additive property 1.2.1. If X is an R; Q; x-process and Y is an
R; Q; y-process independent of X , then X  Y is an R; Q; x y-process.
This is intuitively obvious from the `particle' picture, and is easily deduced
from equation (1.2.3) or from the martingale-problem formulation.
Extinction probability properties 1.2.2. On combining the two properties
just described, we conclude that for 0 < t < 1, for some real et in 0; 12,
P xz < t   expfÿxetg x 2MI : 1:2:7
Moreover, for some e1 in 0; 12,
P xz < 1  expfÿxe1g: 1:2:8
As promised, we now explain how result (1.2.6) may be proved rigorously.
Let Fk  0; k ´ 0; k. Then there exists «k > 0 such that for x 2 Fk ,
P xz < 1> «k. De®ne
Tn; k : infft: t > Tnÿ1; k  1; Xt 2 Fkg< 1:
Then fTnÿ1; k < zg 2FTnÿ1; k, where fFtg is the augmented natural
®ltration of X, whence, by the Strong Markov Property, we have for any x, and
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for n > 2,
P xTn;k < z  P xTn; k < z; Tnÿ1;k < z
 E xP xTn; k < z jFTnÿ1; k; Tnÿ1; k < z
 E xPXTnÿ 1 ; kT1; k < z; Tnÿ1; k < z
< 1ÿ «kP xTnÿ1; k < z;
whence,
P xTn; k < z< 1ÿ «knÿ1 and P x
\
n
fTn; k < zg

 0:
Hence
P xz < 1; Xt1 6!1  P
[
k
\
n
fTn; k < zg

 0:
1.3. The ¯ow on the global attractor
The matrix R Q has two distinct real eigenvalues: l0, the larger (Perron±
Frobenius) one, which is strictly positive with a strictly positive associated
eigenfunction (right eigenvector) u, and the smaller l1 which may take either sign
and which has a real eigenfunction v with v1 and v2 of opposite signs. To
summarize our notation:
R Qu  l0u l0 > 0; u > 0;
R Qv  l1v l0 > l1:
1:3:1
We normalize the right eigenfunctions u and v and a (Perron±Frobenius)
left eigenmeasure (row-vector) m of R Q associated with l0, whence
mR Q  ml0, so as to satisfy:
mu  1; mu2  1; mv2  1; mv  0; 1:3:2
the last being inevitable. We note that v2  u rv for some r 2 R.
The system (1.2.2) de®nes a ¯ow J  Jt : t > 0, via Jtz0  zt, on the set
E : fz1; z2 2 C2: Rz i> 0 for i  1; 2g; 1:3:3
this is clear because the vector ®eld of J on the boundary of E never points
`outwards'. It is often E rather than C2 which we shall consider as the
`underlying universe'. When we work with C2 as universe, we always have to
bear in mind that solutions of (1.2.1) can explode in ®nite time. Thus the `¯ow'
Jt on C
2 will only be de®ned `locally'. That no explosion can occur for the ¯ow
on E will follow from the probabilistic study.
De®ne the maximal invariant subset A of E by
A :
\
t > 0
Jt E: 1:3:4
We shall provide a probabilistic proof of the following theorem, exhibiting the main
part of it as a consequence of the Riemann±Lebesgue Lemma. The points e1 and et
in the theorem have the simple probabilistic signi®cance already described.
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Theorem 1.3.1. The set A consists of the origin, the unique other ®xed point
e1 of J within E, and the tracks of heteroclinic orbits of J lying within E which
go from 0; 0 to e1. We de®ne
Aÿ :A nfe1g:
Let E  E È 1E denote the one-point compacti®cation of E. Then each Jt extends
to a continuous map (still denoted by Jt) on E and
et : Jt1E ! e1 as t! 1: 1:3:5
(Thus, by any time t > 0, the in®nite part of the boundary of E is collapsed to a
single point.) It is now obvious that A is a global attractor for E in the strong
sense that
sup
z2E
inf
a2A
kJt zÿ ak ! 0 as t! 1:
(The principle involved in the last statement is that if Hn is a decreasing
sequence of compact sets with
T
Hn  H and if N is an open neighbourhood of
H, then, for some n0, Hn Í N for n > n0 . For if not, then fHn Ç N c: n 2Ng (N c
being the complement of N ) is a sequence of compact sets with the ®nite-
intersection property, whence H Ç N c  T Hn Ç N c 6 0= , a contradiction. For the
application, take Hn  Jn E, H A, and N  fz: dz;A < «g.)
We are interested in the topology of A, and in the convergence of Jt E to A.
The linearized version of (1.2.1) at the ®xed point 0; 0 is given by
dz
dt
 R Qz: 1:3:6
We shall denote by Lt : t 2 R the `linear' ¯ow on C2 for (1.3.6); thus,
Lt w  eRQ tw; for w 2 C2:
The analysis of A leads us to separate out these cases:
l0 < 2l1; l0 > 2l1; l0  2l1 (the `primary resonance'); 1:3:7
though for some purposes the last two `amalgamate'. De®ne a cone K (not
compact!) in E as follows:
if l0 < 2l1, then K : fa0  b0 iu b1 iv: a0; b0; b1 2 R; a0 > 0g;
if l0 > 2l1, then K : fa0  b0 iu: a0 ; b0 2 R; a0 > 0g:
1:3:8
The cone K is invariant under the action of the linear semigroup L, but it is not
necessarily the maximal L-invariant subset of E. Our next result shows that K is
the tangent space at the origin (in a slightly non-standard sense, since we are at
the boundary of E ) of A; and moreover the dynamical systems K;L and
Aÿ; J are isomorphic. The map G is a kind of `exponential map' from K to
Aÿ. The following theorem is (as will be explained in the next section) very
closely related to PoincareÂ's work on normal forms of differential equations,
though it does have `global' aspects.
Theorem 1.3.2. The following statements hold.
If l0 < 2l1, then A is homeomorphic to the unit ball in R
3.
If l0 > 2l1, then A is homeomorphic to the unit ball in R
2.
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There exists a unique homeomorphism
G: K !Aÿ, with inverse g: Aÿ ! K ;
with the following properties:
(a) G ®xes the origin;
(b) G intertwines the semigroups L and J: indeed, for all t in R,
G ±Lt  Jt ± G on K;
(c) for each k 2 K,
if l0 < 2l1, then Jÿ t Gk Lÿ t k  Oeÿ2l1t  as t! 1,
if l0 > 2l1, then Jÿ t Gk Lÿ t k  Oeÿ2l 0 t  as t! 1.
For k 2 K and a 2Aÿ, we have
Gk  lim
t!1 JtLÿ t k; 1:3:9
ga  lim
t!1 Lt Jÿ t a: 1:3:10
If K  K È f1Kg is the one-point compacti®cation of K, then G extends to
a homeomorphism
G: K !A;
with G mapping 1K to e1.
Probability theory gives explicit `path-integral' formulae for G and g from
which the theorem follows quickly.
Remark 1.3.3. Moving from the E to the C2 universe not only raises the
possibility of explosion, but also brings in two further ( possibly coincident) ®xed
points of J. The relation between the orbits which go to or from these further ®xed
points and the probability theory is tantalizing. Orbits in R2 which link the (at
most two) ®xed points in R2 n 0; 12 to e1 do have probabilistic interpretations
in terms of `Doob h-transforms' of the underlying process X.
Remark 1.3.4. The set
T
t > 0 Jt0; 12 AÇ R2 is always a 1-dimensional
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Figure 2. Flows associated with 1:1:1 when q1  q2  0:15.
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set consisting of 0; 0, e1, and the unique orbit (modulo time-shift by an
arbitrary constant) which links them within 0; 12. This is proved at the end of § 3.
Figures 2 and 3. The left-hand part of Figure 2 shows the ¯ow of (1.2.1) on
R2 for a certain choice of the parameters. In accordance with Remark 1.3.4, all
links between 0; 0 and e1  1; 1 in the picture, except for the straight line,
exit the positive quadrant. The right-hand side of Figure 2 shows two curves
which are the z1; z2 7! Rz1; Rz2 projections of orbits lying within A linking
0; 0 to e1; of course, these two curves do not exit the ®rst quadrant. The
PoincareÂ normal-form expansion was used to ensure that the projections of the
two orbits subtend the maximal angle at 0; 0. This maximum angle is
2 arctan

1ÿ q1  q2
p
(in our case where r1  r2  2 and q1  q2 < 1). In spite
of the fact that the z1; z2 7! Rz1; Rz2 projection of A has a corner at 0 in R2
(in a sense, how could it not?), the boundary of A is smooth near 0; 0 in C2.
Figure 3 shows z 7! z1 projections of orbits for two sets of parameters, the orbits
having the same `t  0' points in the two cases. The left-hand picture uses the same
parameter values as Figure 2, and it mainly illustrates small perturbations (due to
weak coupling) from the circular arcs of the 1-complex-dimensional system with
which we began; however, it must be remembered that for these parameter values,
there are real ®xed points at z1; z2  0:92; ÿ0:07 and z1; z2  ÿ0:07; 0:92
(to two places). In the right-hand picture, there are ®xed points at
z1; z2   12 ÿ3 6 i

15
p ; 1
2
ÿ3 7 i 15p ;
and their in¯uence is clearly seen.
Note 1.3.5. It is worth emphasizing that for equation (1.1.1) with q1  q2  q,
the primary-resonance l0  2l1 case is when q  12 , whereas `the case of
coincident ®xed points at the boundary between all real and some non-real ®xed
points' occurs when q  1, the case illustrated in Figure 1. Note: this is related to
the probabilistic fact that as the coupling strength is increased, the tail j-algebra
for our process `drops in dimension' before the Martin boundary does.
Analytic results on our dynamical system continue in § 1.5.
1.4. The probabilistic signi®cance of G and g
Theorem 1.4.1. The following statements hold.
Figure 3. Some z 7! z1 projections of orbits in C 2.
(a) The ¯ow fJt : t > 0g on E may be described probabilistically via
expfÿxJt zg  Ex expfÿXtzg; for x 2MI ; 1:4:1
which exhibits Jtz as a LeÂvy±Khintchine exponent.
(b) Let a 2Aÿ. Then expfÿXt Jÿ t ag is a bounded martingale, and
ga : lim Xt Jÿ t a exists almost surely and in L1. 1:4:2
(c) Let k 2 K. Then XtLÿ t k is a martingale bounded in L2, and
Gk : lim XtLÿ t k exists almost surely and in L2. 1:4:3
(d) The equation
ga  Gk; almost surely; 1:4:4
describes both G and g: for a 2Aÿ, there is a unique k  ga 2 K such that
(1.4.4) holds; and for k 2 K, there is a unique a  Gk 2Aÿ such that (1.4.4)
holds. Thus,
ga  Gga almost surely a 2Aÿ;
Gk  gGk almost surely k 2 K:
In particular,
Mt : XtLÿ t u  eÿl 0 tXt u and Nt : XtLÿ t v  eÿl1t Xt v 1:4:5
are martingales. The value M1 always exists almost surely and in L
2. The value
N1 exists almost surely (and then in L
2) if and only if l0 < 2l1.
In the case when l0 < 2l1, we have the following Fourier±Laplace formula for
the analytic extension of G to a neighbourhood of 0; 0 in C2: if w  y0 u y1v,
then
expfÿxGwg  E x expfÿy0 M1 ÿ y1 N1g:
Note. Part (a) of Theorem 1.4.1 makes it clear that the ¯ow fJt : t > 0g on E
cannot explode. Formally, we would have equation (1.4.1) valid for t less than the
explosion time for z , etc.
1.5. The global convergence of Jt E to the attractor A
Our aim now is to obtain better understanding of the convergence of Jt E to A.
The following theorem, an analytic counterpart of a probabilistic theorem of
Kesten and Stigum on discrete branching processes, is the key to this.
Theorem 1.5.1. The result
JtLÿ t k! Gk as t! 1 k 2 K 
extends to a result
Jt sÿ t z! GPz as t! 1 z 2 E ; 1:5:1
where sÿ t t > 0 and P are maps
sÿ t : E! E onto; sÿ t Lÿ t on K; 1:5:2
and
P: E! K; P  id on K; 1:5:3
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P having the important additional property that
z 2 E and Pz  0; 0 imply that z  0; 0: 1:5:4
We use the notation for z 2 E:
z  a0  b0 iu a1  b1 iv 2 E a0; b0; a1; b1 2 R;
so that a0 u a1v is non-negative. Note especially that, therefore,
a0 > 0; and if a0  0, then a1  0.
The maps sÿ t and P are de®ned as follows:
(a) if l0 < 2l1, then
sÿ tz : eÿl 0 ta0  b0 iu a1v  eÿl1 tb1 iv;
Pz : a0  b0 iu b1 iv;
(b) if l0 > 2l1, then
sÿ tz : eÿl 0 ta0  b0 iu a1v  eÿl 0 t =2b1 iv;
Pz : a0  12 Cb21  b0 iu;
(c) if l0  2l1, then
sÿ tz : eÿl 0 ta0  b0 iu a1v  1 t ÿ1=2eÿl 0 t =2b1 iv;
Pz : a0  12 C b21  b0 iu:
Here, C  4=l0 ÿ 2l1, and C   4.
We shall see later how this theorem relates to PoincareÂ's work. Those already
familiar with resonance can see how it is re¯ected in (c) above.
It is the following `punchline' which clinches the analytic appropriateness of
the de®nitions of sÿ t and P and clari®es the role of A as a global attractor.
Recall that sÿ t maps E onto E and that G ± P maps E onto Aÿ.
Theorem 1.5.2. In Theorem 1.5.1, as t! 1,
Jt sÿ t z! GPz uniformly over z 2 E:
1.6. The tail j-algebra T of X
One of the hardest problems for the probability and/or the analysis is to
characterize the tail j-algebra T of the process X. Warren's thesis [13] proves
that `modulo null sets', T  jM1; N1 when both M1 and N1 exist. The thesis
conjectures that when N1 fails to exist, then, `modulo null sets', T  jM1, and
proves this when r1  r2. (An additional assumption that q1  q2 may be dropped
without changing Warren's argument.)
There are numerous interesting questions on tail j-algebras, Martin boundaries,
etc. However, these relate to the study of the parabolic equation
¶
¶t
ÿ G

f  0;
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where G is the in®nitesimal generator of X; see § 4.1 below. Quite different
techniques are required for that study; and we defer discussion to later papers.
2. Remarks on the `normal form' of equation (1.2.1)
In order to relate the probability theory to the analysis of normal forms
of differential equations, we shall, in this section only, assume that we are in the
so-called PoincareÂ regime, that is, for our case, that 0; 0 is a source in that
l1 > 0, whence
l0 > l1 > 0:
2.1. PoincareÂ(±Dulac) theory
We give a brief `practical' summary of this theory for the reader's convenience.
See Chapter 5 and later chapters of Arnold [1] for further discussion.
We wish to study solutions of
Çzt : dz
dt
 R Qzÿ 2z2; 2:1:1
for a C2-valued function z ?  on R with zt ! 0; 0 as t! ÿ1. As before, let
J be the ¯ow on C2 associated with this equation. (We shall keep things away
from explosions!) We would like to ®nd an injective analytic map G with domain
a neighbourhood of 0; 0 in C2 with G0; 0  0; 0 and with analytic inverse g,
such that for some simply-described ¯ow v (preferably our previous `linear' ¯ow
L) we have
Jt Gw  Gvt w 1 < t < 0 2:1:2
for w near 0; 0. We ®nd that (generically) we can do this with v L if and
only if there is no `resonance', that is, if and only if l0 is not an integer multiple
l0  ,l1 , > 2 of l1. (We already know that we can arrange (2.1.2) with
v L and with G a homeomorphism, for w in the entire cone K and all t in R,
even if there is resonance.)
Algebra of power series. The idea is to take a power-series expansion
z : Gw  y0 u y1v
X
k , > 2
1
k !,!
Ak , u Bk , vy k0 y,1 ; 2:1:3
in y0; y1, where w  y0 u y1v yi 2 C. Because of (2.1.2), we require that
zt : Gvt w
 y0tu y1tv
X
k , > 2
1
k !,!
Ak , u Bk , vy0tky1t,; 2:1:4
satisfy (2.1.1) provided that wt  vt w  y0t u y1tv satis®es some simple
equation, preferably, Çw  R Qw.
We suppose that
Çy0t  l0 y0t  w0y0t; y1t;
Çy1t  l1y1t   w1y0t; y1t; 2:1:5
w0y0t; y1t 
X
k , > 2
1
k !,!
Ck , u Dk , vy0tky1t ,;
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w1 ?  having a similar expansion and E and F replacing C and D. The object is
to make the series for w0 ?  and w1 ?  as simple as possible, preferably zero!
So, we substitute (2.1.5) and (2.1.4) in (2.1.1), and require that (2.1.1) holds as
an identity of power series in y0t ; y1t, and w0 ?  and w1 ?  are as simple
as possible. Now fu; vg is a basis for the linear space of functions on I, so that a
monomial ur vs r; s 2 Z is a linear combination of u and v with coef®cients in
C. Hence, (2.1.4) implies that
zt2 
X
k , > 2
1
k !,!
Gk , u Hk , vy0tky1t,;
where Gk , and Hk , are determined by values of Ars and Br s where r  s < k  ,.
Because of (2.1.5), we have
d
dt
fy0t k y1t,g  kl0  ,l1y0tk y1t,
 (terms of order greater than k  ,):
Also,
R QAk , u Bk , v  l0 Ak , u l1Bk , v:
Working recursively through increasing values of k  l, we ®nd that setting the
coef®cient of y0tk y1t , u in (2.1.1) to zero yields the so-called homological
equation for `u' coef®cients:
1
k !,!
Ck ,  kl0  ,l1 ÿ l0Ak ,  (already known terms); 2:1:6u
and we have a corresponding (2.1.6v) equation. Provided that kl0  ,l1 ÿ l0 6 0,
we can, and do, set Ck ,  0 and solve (2.1.6u) for Ak , . We note that because
l0 > l1 > 0, we can have kl0  ,l1 ÿ l0  0 if and only if k  0 and l0  ,l1,
where , 2N and , > 2. Thus, at least formally, if l0 =l1 is not an integer, then
we can arrange (2.1.2) with w0 ?  and w1 ?  both identically zero, whence
Çw  R Qw, v L, and
Çy0t   l0 y0t; Çy1t  l1 y1t: 2:1:7
Resonance. If we have a `resonance' l0  ,l1, the case ,  2 giving the
`primary resonance', then A0 , is arbitrary and, except in freak cases, we have to
choose C0 , 6 0 to make (2.1.6u) true. Noting that resonance cannot have any
effect on `v' coef®cients (because l0 > l1), we see that we shall have
Drs  0 for all r; s; Crs  0 for r; s 6 0; ,: 2:1:8
Thus, if l0  ,l1, we have
Çy0t  l0 y0t 
1
,!
C0 , y1t,; Çy1t  l1y1t ; 2:1:9
so that
y1t  y10el1 t; y0t 

y00 
1
,!
C0 , y10, t

el 0 t:
We note that on the cone K the ¯ow v always agrees with the linear ¯ow L.
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Analysis of power series. The above discussion explains the `algebra' of the
formal power series. The analysis in the work of PoincareÂ and Dulac states that G
may be de®ned on a neighbourhood of 0; 0 in C2 via the convergent series
(2.1.3), and that (2.1.2) will hold for negative t in that neighbourhood, y ? 
satisfying (2.1.7) away from resonance and (2.1.9) when l0  ,l1.
Remark 2.1.1. We emphasize once more that in the generic case, J will have
two ®xed points in C2 nE. There will therefore never be a global isomorphism
between J and v as there was in the case of complex dimension 1.
2.2. The PoincareÂ expansion as a cumulant expansion in the case when l0 < 2l1
Suppose in this subsection that l0 < 2l1. Thus, v is our linear ¯ow L on C
2.
Then, from the probabilistic point of view which we owe principally to McKean,
the series expansions (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) are exactly what statisticians call
cumulant expansions:
Gw : lim
t!1 XtLÿ t w exists a.s. for every w in C
2, 2:2:1
and, for w  y0 u y1v in a neighbourhood of 0; 0 in C2,
expfÿxGwg  Ex expfÿGwg  Ex expfÿy0 M1 ÿ y1 N1g; 2:2:2
expfÿxJÿ t Gwg  Ex expfÿGLÿ t wg t > 0; 2:2:3
all for every x 2MI . For example, we can obtain A0 2 and B0 2 at (2.1.3) from
ÿVar x N1  xA0 2 u B0 2 v; 2:2:4
where Var x is the variance associated with P x.
The right-hand side of (2.2.2) focuses attention on where Gw is de®ned. The
existence for w in a neighbourhood of 0; 0 in C2 of the integral on the right-
hand side of (2.2.2) amounts to the statement that M1 and jN1j have
distributions with essentially exponential tails. As we shall see, Doob's Super-
martingale Inequality and Gronwall's Lemma combine to yield, for some positive
function A0 ?  on MI ,
P xM1 > y< A0xeÿc0 y y > 0; where c0 
l0
2kuk1
eÿ1; 2:2:5
with a similar (somewhat more complicated) bound for N1 .
Example 2.2.1. If r1  r2  2 and we take u  1; 1T as the eigenvector
associated with l0  2, our formula gives c0  eÿ1, whereas the best value of c0
is `immediately below 1' in that
Ex expÿy0 M1  exp

ÿx y0
1 y0
u

for Ry0 > ÿ1:
2.3. The second-order coef®cients; and a look at Aÿ near 0; 0
(We now drop the restriction that l0 < 2l1, but retain the PoincareÂ assumption
that l1 > 0.) When k  ,  2, the homological equations (2.1.6u), (2.1.6v) and
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equation (2.1.8) yield
ÿ2u2  1
2
2l0 ÿ l0A2 0 u 12 2l0 ÿ l1B2 0 v;
ÿ4uv  l0  l1 ÿ l0A11u l0  l1 ÿ l1B11v;
ÿ2v2  1
2
2l1 ÿ l0A0 2 u 12 2l1 ÿ l1B0 2 v 12 C0 2 u:
Simplifying, we ®nd that the expansions of the functions u2, uv, v2 on I in terms
of the basis fu; vg determine the coef®cients as follows:
ÿ4u2  l0 A2 0 u 2l0 ÿ l1B2 0 v;
ÿ4uv  l1 A11 u l0 B11v; 2:3:1
ÿ4v2  C0 2  2l1 ÿ l0A0 2u l1 B0 2v;
where we choose C0 2  0 unless l0  2l1, in which case A0 2 is arbitrary. It is
easily checked, using (1.3.2), that
if l0 < 2l1, then A0 2  ÿ4=2l1 ÿ l0 < 0; C0 2  0;
if l0 > 2l1, then A0 2  ÿ4=2l1 ÿ l0 > 0; C0 2  0;
if l0  2l1, then C0 2  ÿ4 < 0; A0 2 is arbitrary.
We now consider Aÿ in the neighbourhood of 0; 0. Suppose that k is close to
0; 0 and that
Gk 2Aÿ; k  g0 u g1 v; g0; g1 2 C:
Since l0 > l1 > 0, then, as t! 1,
E 3 Jÿ t Gk  Gvÿ t k  eÿl 1 tg1v oeÿl 1 t ;
and since v1 and v2 have opposite signs, we must have
Rg1  0; so that g1  b1i b1 2 R:
Now suppose that l0 > 2l1. Then, as t! 1,
E 3 Jÿ t Gk  Gvÿ t k  eÿl 1 tb1 ivÿ eÿ2l1 t 12 A0 2 b21 u oeÿ2l 1 t ;
so that, since A0 2 > 0 and u > 0, we must have b1  0, so g1  0. Finally
consider the `resonance' case when l0  2l1. Then, by (2.1.9), as t! 1,
vÿ t k  eÿl1 tb1 iv teÿ2l1 t 12 C0 2 b21 u Oeÿ2l1 t ;
and here,
E 3 Jÿ t Gk  Gvÿ t k  vÿ t k  Oeÿ2l1 t :
Since C0 2 < 0 and u > 0, we must have b1  0, so g1  0. The reader can easily
check that in all cases, Rg0> 0.
At least when l1 > 0, these considerations help explain why K is as at (1.3.8).
3. Martingales
The PoincareÂ assumption that l1 > 0 is now dropped.
The fundamental idea that the linearized system (1.3.6) is associated with
`additive' martingales for X while the non-linear system (1.2.1) is associated with
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`multiplicative' martingales and that `taking logs' provides a link between the
two, goes back to McKean's famous paper [8] on the FKPP equation. See also
Neveu's equally signi®cant paper [9] and Bramson's very deep papers [3] and [4].
As was mentioned in the Introduction, many of our results mimic those of
Kesten and Stigum and of Athreya and Ney for discrete branching processes. See
Chapter V of Athreya and Ney [2].
3.1. Additive martingales
We study the martingales M and N mentioned earlier, the de®nitions of which
are recalled in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.1. The following results hold.
(a) For z 2 C2,
fXt Lÿ t z: t > 0g is a martingale.
In particular, M  fMt : t > 0g, where
Mt : XtLÿ t u  eÿl 0 t Xtu; 3:1:1
and N  fNt : t > 0g, where
Nt : XtLÿ t v  eÿl1 t Xtv; 3:1:2
are martingales.
(b) The martingale M is always bounded in L2, so that the limit M1 exists
almost surely and in L2. For some positive constant c0 and some positive function
A0 ?  on MI , P xM1 > y< A0xeÿ c0 y for y > 0.
(c) The set fM1  0g equals fz < 1g, almost surely.
(d) If l0 < 2l1, then N is bounded in L
2, N1 exists almost surely, and, for
some positive constant c1 and some positive function A1 ?  on MI ,
P xjN1 j > y< A1xeÿ c1 y for y > 0.
(e) If l0 > 2l1, then N is not bounded in L
2 and N almost surely oscillates
in®nitely on the set fz  1g: almost surely,
z  1 implies that lim sup Nt  1 and lim inf Nt  ÿ1 :
(f) If m is the right eigenmeasure in (1.3.2), then, as t! 1,
eÿl 0 t Xt ! M1 m almost surely.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. We write
dY 8 dZ
to signify that Y ÿ Z is a local martingale. Recall that
dXt f 8 XtR Q f dt; d Xt f   4Xt f 2 dt:
Proofs of Parts (a) and (b). Let z 2 E. Then, using the fact that
dfLÿ t zg  ÿR QLÿ t z dt;
we have
dfXtLÿ t zg8 XtR QLÿ t z dt ÿ XtR QLÿ t z dt  0:
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Hence, XtLÿ t z is a local martingale. In particular, since Lÿ t u  eÿl 0 t u,
Mt : eÿl 0 t Xtu is a local martingale; and M has quadratic-variation
M t  4
Z t
0
eÿ2l 0 s Xsu2 ds ,
b
4
Z t
0
eÿl 0 sMs ds; 3:1:3
where ,
b
signi®es that the ratio of the two sides is bounded away from 0 and 1
by deterministic constants. Now, M is a non-negative local martingale, and hence
a supermartingale; and hence EMs< EM0. Thus EM 1 < 1, and (see
Corollary IV.1.25 of [10]), M is a true martingale bounded in L2. But now, by
the same corollary, for z 2 E , XtLÿ t z is a martingale, bounded in L2 on every
®nite interval.
We wish now to bound the tail of the distribution of M1. Now, for y > 0,
V : exp

yMt ÿ 12 y24
Z t
0
eÿ2l 0 s Xsu2 ds

is a non-negative local martingale, hence a supermartingale, and, by Doob's
Supermartingale Inequality, we therefore have
P x
ÿ
sup
t
Vt > r

< E xV0=r r > 0:
Hence, for r > expfyxug, with probability at least 1ÿ expfyxug=r we have
Mt < 2y
Z t
0
eÿ2l 0 s Xsu2 ds yÿ1 logr
< 2ykuk1
Z t
0
eÿl 0 sMs ds yÿ1 logr:
Gronwall's Lemma says that for a function g and a positive constant A,
Mt <
Z t
0
gs Ms ds A t > 0
implies
Mt < A exp
Z t
0
gs ds

t > 0:
Hence, again for r > expfyxug, we have
P x

sup
t
Mt >
log r
y
exp

2y
kuk1
l0

< expfyxu ÿ log rg: 3:1:4
The best choice of y is 1
2
l0 =kuk1, and this leads to
P x

sup
t
Mt > y
	
< A0xeÿ c 0 y; where c0 
l0
2kuk1
eÿ1 3:1:5
and for some A0x, strengthening the result given at (2.2.5).
Proof of Part (c). This is an important step which anticipates much else. For
our right eigenfunction u, de®ne Gu (we shall see later that this agrees with our
other uses of G) via the fact that
eÿ xGu  Ex expÿM1 for x 2MI : 3:1:6
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Let us see why we can do this. Suppose that X is an R; Q; x-process and Y is an
R; Q; y-process independent of X. We know that X  Y is an R; Q; x y-
process. With obvious notation, M XY1  M X1 M Y1, where M X1 and M Y1 are
independent. Thus,
Ex y expÿM1  Ex expÿM1E y expÿM1:
Since x 7! Ex expÿM1 is clearly monotonic, it must be an exponential function.
With fFt g as the natural augmented ®ltration for X as before, and with the
notation EFt  ?  : E ? jFt, we have, by the Markov property of X,
EFt expfÿel 0 t M1g  EFt expfÿ lim
s!1 e
l 0 t eÿl 0t sXt sug
 EFt expfÿ lim
s!1 e
ÿl 0 s Xt sugjFt
 expfÿXt Gug;
almost surely. Hence,
E expfÿel 0 t M1g  E expfÿXt Gug: 3:1:7
It is easily checked from the fact that E y M1  yu for y 2MI  that both
components of Gu are positive. Since Xt ! 1 (a.s.) on fz  1g, the right-hand
side of (3.1.7) converges, as t! 1, to Pz < 1. But the left-hand side converges
to PM1  0. Since the condition z < 1 implies that M1  0, we must have
fM1  0g  fz < 1g; almost surely;
and this is what we sought to prove.
Proof of Parts (d), (e) and (f). We now know that Nt : eÿl 1 t Xtv is a local
martingale; and has quadratic-variation
N t  4
Z t
0
eÿ2l1 s Xsv2 ds ,
b
4
Z t
0
el 0ÿ2l1 s Ms ds: 3:1:8
If l0 < 2l1, then EN 1 < 1, and N is a true martingale bounded in L2. It is now
easy to obtain the last part of (d) by the supermartingale method (without needing
Gronwall's Lemma) applied separately to N and to ÿN , using (3.1.8) and (3.1.4).
If l0 > 2l1, then N 1  1 a.s. on the set fM1 > 0g, and hence, since N is a
time-transformation of Brownian motion (see [10, § V.1] or [12, § IV.34]), N a.s.
oscillates in®nitely on fM1 > 0g.
By another application of the time-transformation property, for any p > 1, we
have a.s. on fM1 > 0g, Nt = N p=2 ! 0. But, for l0 > 2l1 , it is clear from
(3.1.8) that a.s. on fM1 > 0g,
lim sup tÿ1eÿl 0ÿ2l 1 tN  t < 1;
whence
lim sup tÿp=2eÿpl 0ÿ2l1t =2Nt < 1;
and by choosing p so that 1
2
pl0 ÿ 2l1 < l0 ÿ l1, we see that
eÿl 0ÿl1 tNt  eÿl 0 t Xtv ! 0:
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That this result also holds on fM1  0g  fz < 1g is obvious. On combining
these results with the fact that eÿl 0 t Xtu ! M1, we see that eÿl 0 t Xt ! M1 m,
a.s., as required. (Recall that mu  1 and mv  0.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
3.2. Multiplicative martingales; and `taking logs'
Theorem 3.2.1. The following results hold.
(a) For a 2Aÿ,
W at : expfÿXtJÿ t ag 3:2:1
de®nes a bounded martingale.
(b) If z in E is such that Jÿ t z 2 E for 0 < t < t0, then expfÿXtJÿ t zg is a
bounded martingale on time-parameter set 0; t0.
(c) The point e1 de®ned (see (1.2.7)) via
P xz < 1  expfÿxe1g
is the unique ®xed point of J within Enf0; 0g.
(d) For z 2 E with z 6 0; 0,
Jt z! e1 as t! 1:
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. Once ItoÃ's formula has given us the multiplicative
martingales, the rest is easy.
Proofs of Parts (a) and (b). Let a 2Aÿ. We have
dfXt aÿtg  fdBj X   dt XtR Qgaÿt
 XtfÿR Qaÿt ÿ 2aÿt 2g dt
 dBjX aÿt  ÿ 2Xt faÿt2g dt: 3:2:2
Hence, with W at : expfÿXt aÿtg, ItoÃ's formula gives,
d W at  W at ÿdfXt aÿt g  12 4Xfaÿt2g dt
 W at dBj X aÿ t8 0; 3:2:3
and W a is a local martingale. But W a is uniformly bounded in modulus by 1, and
so W a is a true martingale. This proves Part (a) and Part (b) follows similarly.
Proof of Part (c). We have
P xz < 1 jFt   expfÿXte1g;
so that expfÿXte1g is a martingale. But, by Part (b), with z  Jte1, we have
E x expfÿXte1g  Ex expfÿX0 Jte1g  expfÿxJte1g;
and, by the martingale property just proved, the left-hand side equals
expfÿxe1g. Since this is true for every x, Jte1  e1. The uniqueness
assertion follows from Part (d).
Now suppose that a is a ®xed point of J within E nf0; 0g. Then,
since X
i 
t ! 1 i 2 I  as t! 1, a.s. on fz  1g, we see that W a1 must equal
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Ifz < 1g. Thus,
expfÿxag  E x W a1  expfÿxe1g; for x 2MI ;
and so a  e1.
Proof of Part (d). Because the vector ®eld of (1.2.1) is inward-directed on the
boundary of E except at 0; 0, it is enough to prove (d) for z in the interior of E.
But then, since Xt ! 1; 1 a.s. on fz  1g, we have, for z in the interior of E,
expfÿxJt zg  E x expfÿXt zg ! P xz < 1
 expfÿxe1g; 3:2:4
and it follows that Jt z! e1.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Important note 3.2.2. Before we consider a more substantial aspect of
`taking logs', let us consider the way in which we have just `taken logs' to
deduce from (3.2.4) that Jt z! e1 as t! 1. We shall be using this idea
repeatedly, and sometimes to discuss uniformity of convergence. Because of the
potential multi-valued nature of the logarithm function, it may be helpful to note
the following idea which can be used at all relevant points in the paper. For
any t0 > 0, we can choose x in MI  so small that P xz < t > 23 for t > t0 . Then,
for t > t0 ,
Ex expÿXt z  ExfexpÿXt z; z < tg  ExfexpÿXt z; z > tg;
and it follows easily that (for z 2 E )
jE x expÿXt z ÿ 1j < 23 :
We are therefore obviously safe from the problem of multiple values if we restrict
x to a small neighbourhood of the origin.
The serious business of `taking logs' is to relate multiplicative martingales to
additive ones. Part (a) of the following theorem is a crucial step.
Theorem 3.2.3. The following statements hold.
(a) Let a 2Aÿ. Then
ga : lim XtJÿ t a exists almost surely and in L1; 3:2:5
whence Jÿ t a! 0; 0 as t! 1.
(b) Again, let a 2Aÿ. Then, for some unique k 2 K,
ga  Gk; almost surely; 3:2:6
where
Gk : lim XtLÿ t k exists almost surely and in L2. 3:2:7
With the notation of (1.3.8),
if l0 < 2l1, then Gk : a0  b0 iM1  b1 iN1;
if l0 > 2l1, then Gk : a0  b0 iM1:
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(c) The inverse bijections
G: K !Aÿ; g: Aÿ ! K;
are de®ned probabilistically as follows.
For k 2 K, we may de®ne Gk  Gk via
expfÿxGkg  E x expfÿGkg; for x 2MI ; 3:2:8
and then a  Gk is the unique a 2Aÿ such that (3.2.6) holds.
For a 2Aÿ, ga  ga is given by the fact that
xga  Exga; for x 2MI ; 3:2:9
and then k  ga is the unique k 2 K such that (3.2.6) holds.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.3. Here, things work out very neatly.
Proof of Part (a). Let a 2Aÿ, and write aÿt  for Jÿ t a. We know that the
continuous martingale W at converges. Hence, the sum of the quadratic variations
over 0; 1 of its real and imaginary parts converges. But we see from (3.2.3) that
this sum is Z 1
0
jW at j2 Xtfjaÿtj2g dt;
regarding jaÿtj2 as jaÿt 1j2; jaÿt2j2T 2 R2. Since a 6 e1, we can choose
x 2 0; 12 with
expfÿxag 6 expfÿxe1g:
If it were the case that W a1  0, P x almost surely on fz  1g, then we
would have
expfÿxag  E xW a1  P xz < 1  expfÿxe1g;
a contradiction. Hence there is a subset of fz  1g of positive measure on which
W a1 6 0. Since Xt , el 0 t M1 m, it follows thatZ 1
0
el 0 tkaÿtk2 dt < 1: 3:2:10
Since u and v span R2 and M and N are martingales, it is clear that
E x X
i 
t  Oel 0 t  for i 2 I . Hence, from inequality (3.2.10),Z 1
0
EXtfjaÿtj2g dt < 1;
Z 1
0
EkjX aÿtk2 dt < 1:
But now, on looking at the semimartingale expression (3.2.2) for X , we see that
ga : lim XtJÿ t a exists a.s. and in L1;
as required. Because Xt , e
l 0 t M1 m, the existence of ga implies that
Jÿ ta ! 0; 0 as t! 1.
Proof of Part (b). Additive Property 1.2.1 implies that for each a 2Aÿ,
there exists
ga  g0au g1av 2 E g0; g1 2 C
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such that
xga  E xga x 2MI :
We now make this the fundamental de®nition of g. The Markov property of X
now implies that
Efga jFtg  lim
s!1 EfXt s Jÿt sa jFtg
 lim
s!1 E
XtfXs Jÿ s Jÿ t ag  Xt gJÿ t a;
whence
xga  Ex Xt gJÿ t a  xfLt gJÿ t ag;
and
ga Lt gJÿ t a: 3:2:11
We therefore have
E 3 gJÿ t a Lÿ tga  g0aeÿl 0 t u g1aeÿl 1 t v;
and since l0 > l1 and v1 and v2 have opposite signs, we see that g1a must be
purely imaginary. We clearly must have Rg0a> 0.
We have shown that
Exfga jFtg  g0aMt  g1aNt :
But, by a well-known theorem of LeÂvy (see, for example, Theorems II.50.3 and
II.69.5 of [11]), the left-hand side converges to ga.
Recall that K is de®ned as follows:
if l0 < 2l1, then K : fa0  b0 iu b1 iv: a0; b0; b1 2 R; a0 > 0g;
if l0 > 2l1, then K : fa0  b0 iu: a0; b0 2 R; a0 > 0g;
and that Gk is de®ned via the statements:
if l0 < 2l1, then Gk : a0  b0 iM1  b1 iN1;
if l0 > 2l1, then Gk : a0  b0 iM1:
If l0 < 2l1, then M1 and N1 exist, and clearly
ga  g0aM1  g1aN1;
and ga  Gk, where a0  b0 i  g0a and b1 i  g1a. If l0 > 2l1, then N1
fails to exist, whence g1a  0 and ga  Gk, where a0  b0 i  g0a. We
now have
xga  E xga  ExGk  xk;
the last inequality by the martingale property of M (and of N if l0 < 2l1). Hence,
ga  k 2 K; g: Aÿ ! K;
and since
expfÿxag  E x W a0  E x W a1  Ex expfÿgag  E x expfÿGkg;
we see that
g: Aÿ ! K is injective. 3:2:12
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Proof of Part (c). Suppose ®rst, and until further notice, that
l0 < 2l1;
so that M1 and N1 exist. For k  a0  b0 iu b1 iv 2 K , we now de®ne
Gk  Gk via
expfÿxGkg  Ex expfÿGkg; for x 2MI :
(Compare the discussion following (3.1.6).) Then, with g0 : a0  b0 i
and g1 : b1 i,
E xexpfÿg0 M1 ÿ g1 N1g jFt
 lim
s!1E
xexpfÿg0 eÿl 0t sXt su ÿ g1 eÿl 1t sXt svg jFt 
 expfÿXt GLÿ t kg
and, using Part (a) of Theorem 3.2.1 at one stage, we have
expfÿxGkg  E expfÿXt GLÿ t kg  expfÿxJt GLÿ t kg;
whence
Gk  Jt GLÿ t k 2 Jt E: 3:2:13
Hence G: K !A. Since Jÿ t Gk  GLÿ t k ! 0 as t! 1, we have Gk 6 e1.
We now need a `large t ' expansion for GLÿ t k. We have
expfÿxGLÿ t kg  E x expfÿg0 eÿl 0 t M1 ÿ g1 eÿl 1 t N1g
 1ÿ g0 eÿl 0 t xu ÿ g1 eÿl 1 t xv  Oeÿ2l1 t : 3:2:14
Here, we have used the facts that M1 and N1 are in L
2 and that, for Rz > 0,
jeÿ z ÿ 1j 
 Z 1
0
ÿzeÿrz dr
 < jz j;
jeÿ z ÿ 1 z j 
 Z 1
0
ÿzfeÿ rz ÿ 1g dr
<  Z 1
0
jz jr jz j dr
< 12 jz j2:
From (3.2.13) and (3.2.14), we have
Jÿ t Gk  GLÿ t k Lÿ t k  Oeÿ2l 1 t : 3:2:15
But now, almost surely,
XtJÿ t Gk  XtLÿ t k  Oeÿ2l1ÿl 0 t  ! Gk:
Hence, gGk  Gk and, for x 2MI  ,
xgGk  ExgGk  ExGk
 g0E xM1  g1ExN1
 g0E xM0  g1E xN0  xk;
so that
gGk  k; for k 2 K; 3:2:16
and G is injective. Since g is also injective (proved at (3.2.12)), G and g
are bijections.
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When l0 > 2l1, the proofs that g and G are bijections with
a  Gk () ga  k () ga  Gk almost surely,
etc., are more-or-less the same; and in those cases, we have
Jÿ t Gk  GLÿ t k Lÿ t k  Oeÿ2l 0 t : 3:2:17
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Proof of result in Remark 1.3.4. Let a 2Aÿ Ç R2. Then by (3.2.5), ga is
real, whence, from (3.2.9), k : ga is real. Hence k  el 0 t u Lt u for some
t 2 ÿ1; 1. Hence, if we write w  Gu, then
AÇ R2  fJt w: ÿ1 <t < 1g;
with, of course, Jÿ1 w  0 and J1 w  e1.
Discussion of equation (1.1.1). Suppose that r1  r2  2 and that
q1  q2 > 1. Then
l0  2; l1  2ÿ q1  q2; u 

1
1

; v 
ÿ1
1

; m   1
2
; 1
2
:
We have l0 > 2l1. Let a 2Aÿ. Then, from (3.2.8), we have, for x 2MI ,
expfÿxag  Ex expfÿa0  b0 iM1g
for some a0 2 0; 1 and b0 2 R. However, because R Qu  2u and u2  u, the
process fXt ug is an autonomous Markov process; see equations (1.2.4) and (1.2.5).
Hence, whenever x and y in MI  are such that x1  x2  y1  y2, we have
expfÿxag  expfÿyag:
The only way in which this can happen is that a1  a2.
4. Probability and analysis
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3.1
The fact that A consists of 0; 0, e1 and the tracks of heteroclinic orbits
within E going from 0; 0 to e1 follows from Parts (c) and (d) of Theorem 3.2.1
and Part (a) of Theorem 3.2.3.
We wish to apply the Riemann±Lebesgue Lemma to deduce Theorem 1.3.1
with Jt1E as the et in Probability Properties 1.2.2. The operator (in®nitesimal
generator) G associated with X, namely,
G : 2x 1D21  2x 2D22  xR Q

D1
D2

; where Di :
¶
¶x i 
; 4:1:1
has singular behaviour on the axes; so some care is necessary.
Near a point 0; x 2 where x 2 > 0, the X 1 component of X behaves like the
squared Bessel process of `dimension' x 2q2 in a sense `quanti®ed' in the next
paragraph. Section XI.1 of [10] and § 48 and again (the Yamada±Ikeda±Watanabe
Comparison) Theorem V.43.1 of [12] provide what we need here. Now, if started
away from 0, a squared Bessel process of dimension d > 0 can hit 0 if and only if
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d < 2; but the process almost surely spends zero time at 0. Our process X, started
at a point x away from 0; 0, therefore has zero probability of hitting
f0g ´ 2qÿ12 ; 1 and positive probability of hitting any open subinterval, named
in advance, of f0g ´ 0; 2qÿ12 . However, unless it hits 0; 0, X almost surely
spends zero time on the axes; and hence, by Fubini's Theorem, for almost every
®xed t > 0, Xt is almost surely either at 0; 0 or in 0; 12. Thus, there is a
Lebesgue-null Borel subset Nx of 0; 1 such that for t 62 Nx ,
P xXt  2 f0g ´ 0; 1È 0; 1 ´ f0g  1:
We do not need the intuitively obvious (but not-easy-to-prove) fact that Nx
is empty.
Indeed, the only fact from the previous paragraph which we actually need for
this paper is that X almost surely spends zero time in f0g ´ 0; 1 (whence, by
symmetry, it almost surely spends zero time in 0; 1 ´ f0g). Here are the details
of how to prove this by the Comparison Theorem. (The other assertions in the
previous paragraph are proved similarly.) Fix the starting point x for the moment.
Suppose that there is a positive probability that X spends positive time in
f0g ´ 0; 1. Then, by the Monotone-Convergence Theorem, for some «2 > 0,
X spends positive time in f0g ´ 2«2; 1. Let «1 > 0 be such that
d1  «1r1 ÿ q1  «2 > 0. Our supposition implies that there must exist
rational times t1 and t2 with t2 > t1 such that with positive probability, during
the time-interval t1; t2,
X is restricted within 0; «1 ´ «2; 1, and
X 1 spends positive time at 0.
Now drop the supposition. We have learnt that to prove the desired result, it is
enough (recall the Markov property!) to prove that if «2 > 0, «1 > 0 and
d1  «1r1 ÿ q1  «2 > 0, and if x 2 0; «1 ´ «2; 1 and T is the stopping
time
T : infft: Xt 62 0; «1 ´ «2; 1g;
then X 1 almost surely spends zero time at 0 during the time-interval 0; T . Now,
dX 1  2

X 1
p
dB 1  fX 1r1 ÿ q1  X 2q2g dt:
De®ne the 1-dimensional process Y (a squared-Bessel process of `dimension' d 1)
to be the pathwise unique solution (see De®nition V.9.4 and § V.48 of [12]) of the
exact equation
dY  2

Y
p
dB 1  d 1 dt:
On applying the Comparison Theorem up to time T ( just replace t by t ^ T in the
le Gall proof of Theorem V.43.1 of [12]), we see that X
1
t > Yt on 0; T , whence
X 1 almost surely spends zero time at 0 during 0; T  because the same is true for
Y . In applying Theorem V.43.1 of [12], take X 1, X 2, jx, B, b1x, b2x there to
be our X 1 , Y , 2

x
p
, B 1, d 1, d 1 respectively.
Again let X start at the point x. If f on 0; 1 ´ 0; 12 is smooth and has
compact support lying within the open region 0; 1 ´ 0; 12, then
f t; Xt ÿ
Z t
0

¶
¶ t
 G

f s; Xs ds
is a martingale, whence the formal density, a Schwartz distribution, t; y 7! pt; y
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of Xt on 0; 1 ´ 0; 12 under P x satis®es
ÿ ¶
¶ t
 G

p  0:
HoÈrmander's Hypoellipticity Theorem (or, indeed, Weyl's Lemma) guarantees that
p is a true smooth function. See Theorem 22.2.1 of HoÈrmander [7].
Since for t 62 Nx , pt; ?  is an L1 function on 0; 12, the Riemann±Lebesgue
Lemma now implies that if t 62 Nx, then as z! 1 within E,
expfÿxJt zg  Ex expfÿXtzg

Z
0;12
eÿ yzpt; y dy P xz < t
! P xz < t   expfÿxetg:
That Jt z! et as z! 1 within E for every t > 0 is now easily deduced: if we
have a Lebesgue-null subset N of 0; 1, then we can write any t > 0 as t1  t2
with t1 and t2 in 0; 1n N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3.2
The fact that JtLÿ t k ! Gk for k 2 K is proved and extended in our proof of
Theorem 1.5.1 which is given below. If a 2Aÿ, then a  Gk for some k 2 K, and
Lt Jÿ t a Lt Jÿ t Gk Lt GLÿ t k;
which expression converges to k  ga because of the estimates (3.2.15) and
(3.2.17). These two estimates feature in Theorem 1.3.2.
We now turn to the proof that the map G extends to a homeomorphism of K to
A. The map
k 7! Ex expfÿGkg  expfÿxGkg
is continuous on K by the Dominated-Convergence Theorem. We must now
prove that
if k 2 K and kkk ! 1, then Gk! e1: 4:2:1
Note. Suppose we knew that, apart from an atom at 0, M1 has an absolutely
continuous distribution on Rnf0g, and that the same is true for N1 when N1
exists. Then we could deduce (4.2.1) from the Riemann±Lebesgue Lemma.
However, as we have just seen(!), it is not that easy to establish absolute
continuity; and we therefore adopt a different method.
Proof of (4.2.1). We have already used the fact that, because the vector ®eld
of J points inwards at all boundary points of E other than 0; 0, we have
for a 2A and j 2 f1; 2g; Raj  0 implies that a  0; 0: 4:2:2
Let bK : fbk 2 K: kbkk  1g. Then it follows from (4.2.2), the compactness of bK
and injective character of G on K that
h : inffRGbk j: bk 2 bK; j 2 f1; 2gg > 0:
Fix x 2MI . For bk 2 bK ,
expfÿxGLtbk g  expfÿxJt Gbk g  Ex expfÿXtGbk g;
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so that
expfÿxGLtbk g  ExexpfÿXtGbk g; z < t
 ExexpfÿXtGbk g; t < z < 1
 ExexpfÿXtGbk g; z  1:
Of the three terms on the right-hand side, the ®rst equals P xz < t; the second is
dominated in modulus uniformly over bk 2 bK by P xt < z < 1; and the third is
dominated in modulus uniformly over bk 2 bK by ExexpfÿhXt1g, z  1.
Hence, for x 2MI  ,
expfÿxGLtbk g ! P xz < 1  expfÿxe1g as t! 1;
uniformly over bk 2 bK . Result (4.2.1) now follows because any k in K may be
written as Ltbk where bk 2 bK and
kkk  kLtbkk< el 0 tkbkk  el 0 t;
so that t > lÿ10 log kkk. The proof of (4.2.1) is complete.
Since G is a continuous bijection on the compact set K, it is a homeomorphism
of K onto A.
If l0 < 2l1, then K, and hence also A, are homeomorphic to
fa0; b0; b1 2 R3: a0 > 0gÈ f1g;
which (by inversion) is homeomorphic to the unit ball in R3. If l0 > 2l1, then K
and A are homeomorphic to the unit ball in R2.
The remaining parts of Theorem 1.3.2 are left to the reader. . . . . . . . . . . .A
Note. All parts of Theorem 1.4.1 were proved in § 3.
4.3. Asymptotic Gaussian behaviour, and proof of Theorem 1.5.1
At least formally, the convergences in Theorem 1.5.1 follow (when l1 > 0)
from the PoincareÂ idea, C being A0 2 and C
 being ÿC0 2. The probabilistic
argument is rigorous and global.
Proof of Theorem 1.5.1. Throughout the proof, we make repeated use of the
fact that if y and h are complex numbers with Ry> 0 and Rh> 0, then
jeÿy ÿ eÿhj< jyÿ h j: 4:3:1
It should be noted that the de®nitions in (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 1.5.1 do
guarantee that (1.5.2), (1.5.3) and (1.5.4) hold.
Suppose ®rst that l0 < 2l1. As usual, this is the easiest case. With the
de®nitions in (a) of Theorem 1.5.1, we have
expfÿxJt sÿ t zg  Ex expfÿXtsÿ t zg
 Ex expfÿa0  b0 iMt ÿ a1 eÿl 0ÿl1 t Nt ÿ b1 iNtg:
But Mt ! M1 and Nt ! N1 (a.s.), and eÿl 0ÿl1 t Nt ! 0 in L1. Hence, by the
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Dominated-Convergence Theorem and (4.3.1), we have
expfÿxJt sÿ t zg ! Ex expfÿa0  b0 iM1 ÿ b1 iN1g
 expfÿxGPzg:
Now suppose that l0 > 2l1, let m : 12 l0 ÿ 2l1 > 0, and de®ne sÿ t and P as
in (b) of Theorem 1.5.1. Then
dNt  em t Ht dbt ; with b a Brownian motion relative to fFtg;
where Ht > 0 and
H 2t  eÿl 0 t 4Xtv2  eÿl 0 t 4Xtu rv;
and it is almost immediate that ExH 2t  ! 4E x M1. However, since
eÿl 0 tXt ! M1m (a.s.), we also have H 2t ! 4M1 mu rv  4M1, a.s. Hence,
Ht ! 2

M1
p
in L2. For t > t0 , we have
eÿm t Nt  eÿmt Nt 0  eÿm t Ht 0
Z t
t 0
ems dbs  eÿm t
Z t
t 0
Hs ÿ Ht 0ems dbs : 4:3:2
Of the three terms on the right-hand side, the ®rst tends to 0 as t! 1, the last
term is `small' when t0 is large, and the middle term has the following form: Ht 0
times a variable independent of Ht 0 with the Gaussian N0; f1ÿ eÿ2mtÿ t 0g=2m
distribution. So, we have the following.
Heuristic Idea 4.3.1. Conditionally on M1, e
ÿm tNt has asymptotically the
N0; 2M1 =m distribution.
The desired result for Theorem 1.5.1, which we are in the process of proving,
establishes (when one takes a0  a1  0) the following.
Weaker Statement 4.3.2. As t! 1, the law of the pair Mt ; eÿm t Nt
converges in the `weak' topology to the law of M1; y

2M1 =m
p
, where y
denotes a standard normal N0; 1 variable independent of M1.
We now have
expfÿxJt sÿ t zg  Ex expfÿa0  b0 iMt ÿ a1 eÿl 0 t Xt vÿ b1 ieÿm t Ntg:
Fix x and z. We choose t0 so large that, for t > t0 ,
Exja1 eÿl 0 t Xt v j< 13 «; E xja0  b0 i j jMt ÿM1j< 16 «:
Then, for t > t0 ,
j expfÿxJt sÿ t zg ÿ E x expfÿa0  b0 iMt 0 ÿ b1 ieÿmtNtgj< 23 «:
Looking at (4.3.2), we now assume t0 chosen so that, in addition,
b21 EfHs ÿ Ht 02g< 19 «2 s > t0;
whence b1 i times the ®nal integral at (4.3.2) has L
2 norm at most 1
9
«2 and hence
L1 norm at most 1
3
«. Hence, for t > t0 ,
j expfÿxJt sÿ t zg ÿ expressionj< «; 4:3:3
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where
expression
 Ex exp

ÿa0  b0 iMt 0 ÿ b1 ieÿmtNt 0 ÿ b1 ieÿmtHt 0
Z t
t 0
ems dbs

 ExEx ? jFt0
 Ex expfÿa0  b0 iMt 0 ÿ b1 ieÿm t Nt 0 ÿ 12 b21 H 2t 01ÿ eÿ2mtÿ t 0=2mg:
Hence, on letting t! 1 in (4.3.3), we see that any limit point of
expfÿxJt sÿ t zg lies within a distance of at most « of
E x expfÿa0  b0 iMt 0 ÿ 12 b21 H 2t0 =2mg:
But, as t0 ! 1, this last expression converges to
E x expfÿa0  b0 iM1 ÿ 12 b21 2M1 =mg  Ga0  b0 i 12 b21 2=mu  GPz:
The desired result follows.
The proof for the case when l0  2l1 follows exactly the same lines as that
just given for the case when l0 > 2l1, the argument now involving
E xFt 0expfÿb1 i1 tÿ1=2Htbt ÿ bt 0g  exp

ÿ 1
2
b21 H
2
t 0
t ÿ t0
1 t

:
Further details are omitted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
4.4. Proof of the uniform-convergence result, Theorem 1.5.2
Inevitably, this proof is achieved by combining compactness arguments with the
pointwise-convergence result, Theorem 1.5.1, proved in the previous subsection.
Several different compactness arguments, utilizing many of our previous results,
are required.
It will be convenient to use the inner product and associated norm
hz; wi : q2 z1w1  q1 z2 w2; kzk2 : hz; zi; 4:4:1
with respect to which Q is self-adjoint: hz; Qwi  hQz; wi. Of course, k ? k
de®nes the standard Euclidean topology. The symbols z and w will henceforth
always denote elements of E. We set
Ne1; h : fw: kwÿ e1k < hg : fw 2 E: kwÿ e1k < hg:
Lemma 4.4.1. The point e1 is a sink for J in that the stability matrix for the
linearization of J at e1 has strictly negative real eigenvalues. For some h0 > 0,
we shall have
Jt Ne1; h Í Ne1; h whenever t > 0 and 0 < h < h0:
Proof. With e as shorthand for e1 , we have
r1 ÿ q1 ÿ 2e1e1  q1e2  0; r2 ÿ q2 ÿ 2e2e2  q2 e1  0;
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and the stability matrix at e is
R Qÿ 4De 

r1 ÿ q1 ÿ 4e1 q1
q2 r2 ÿ q2 ÿ 4e2


ÿq1e2 =e1 ÿ 2e1 q1
q2 ÿq2e1 =e2 ÿ 2e2

;
which obviously has positive determinant and negative trace. The matrix is self-adjoint
relative to h ? ; ? i. Hence, the two eigenvalues are real and strictly negative.
Let z 2 E and let z t denote Jt zÿ e1. Then
d
dt
kz t k2jt0  2hz 0; R Qÿ 4Dez0i  `cubic terms' in z0; 4:4:2
and, since R Qÿ 4De is negative-de®nite, then, for suitably small h0, the
derivative at (4.4.2) is negative for all z 2 Ne1; h0nfe1g. . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Lemma 4.4.2. Let r > 0 and 0 < « < h0. Then there exists t0r; « such that
Jtz 2 Ne1; « whenever t > t0r; « and kzk> r:
Proof. First choose t1 so that et1 2 Ne1; 12 «. Since Jt1z! et1 as z! 1E,
we can choose R1 so that Jt1z 2 Ne1; « whenever kzk> R1 . Now let
A : fz: r < kzk< R1g:
Assume that A is non-empty, or there is nothing further to prove. Now A is
compact. For each z 2 A, we have Jt z! e1 as t! 1; so we can choose tz
such that Jtz z 2 Ne1; 12 «. By continuity of Jtz ? , there will exist a
neighbourhood (in A) Gz of z such that Jtzw 2 Ne1; « for w 2 Gz. A
®nite collection Gz1; Gz2; . . . ; Gzn of these neighbourhoods covers A. We
now have the desired result with
t0r; «  maxt1; tz1; . . . ; tzn:
Lemma 4.4.3. For r > 0,
mr : inffkJtzk: t > 0; kzk  rg > 0; 4:4:3
inffkJtzk: t > 0; kzk> rg  mr: 4:4:4
Proof. Let 0 < h < ke1k. Then, by Lemma 4.4.2,
inffkJtzk: t > t0r; h; kzk  rg > ke1k ÿ h > 0:
But
fJtz: t < t0r; h; kzk  rg
is compact and does not contain 0; 0. Result (4.4.3) follows, and result (4.4.4) is
then clear from the ¯ow property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Lemma 4.4.4. For any compact subset F of E, the convergence
Jt sÿ t z! GPz t! 1
is uniform in z 2 F.
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Proof. For each x,
expfÿxJt sÿ t zg ! expfÿxGPzg;
each side having the form of a Fourier±Laplace transform (FLT)
E x expfÿYzg
of an MI -valued (hence R2-valued) random variable Y . However, it is a
standard result that if a sequence of FLTs of R2-valued random variables
converges pointwise on E to another such FLT, then it must do so uniformly on
compact subsets of E. This follows by combining the `tightness' property of
`weak'-convergence theory with the estimate (4.3.1). Now read Note 3.2.2. . . .A
Lemma 4.4.5. For r > 0,
cr : inffkJt sÿ t zk: t > 0; kzk  rg > 0:
Proof. The set fGPz: kzk  rg is compact, and does not contain 0; 0. On
combining this with Lemma 4.4.4, we ®nd that for some t2,
inffkJt sÿ t zk: t > t2; kzk  rg > 0:
However, fJt sÿ t z: t < t2; kzk  rg is compact, and does not contain 0; 0. The
result follows. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Lemma 4.4.6. For r > 0,
dr : inffkJt sÿ t zk: t > 0; kzk> rg > 0:
We are ®rst going to prove Lemma 4.4.6 and Theorem 1.5.2 when l0 6 2l1,
and then we shall prove these two results when l0  2l1.
Case 1. Suppose for the time being that l0 6 2l1. Then (look at
the de®nition!)
fsÿ t : t > 0g has the flow property.
(One can think of C2 as a vector space over R with basis u, iu, v, iv.)
Proof of Lemma 4.4.6 when l0 6 2l1. Suppose that kzk> r and that t > 0. It
may happen that ksÿ t 3 zk  r for some t3 < t, and then
Jt sÿ t z  Jt 3 Jtÿ t 3 sÿtÿ t 3 sÿ t 3 z  Jt 3z 0 ; 4:4:5
where kz 0 k> cr and so kJt sÿ t zk> mcr. Otherwise, it must be the case
that ksÿ t zk> r and then kJt sÿ t zk> mr. The desired result follows with
dr : mr ^ mcr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Proof of Theorem 1.5.2 when l0 6 2l1. Let « > 0 be given. Choose t4 so that
t4 > t0d1; 12 «; kGPzÿ e1k < 12 « whenever ksÿ t 4 zk > 1:
Then, for t > t4 and ksÿ t 4 zk > 1, we have
Jt sÿ t z  Jt 4Jtÿ t 4 sÿtÿ t4 sÿt 4 z  Jt 4z; 4:4:6
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where kzk> d1, so that
kJt sÿ t zÿ e1k  kJt 4zÿ e1k < 12 «:
Thus, for ksÿt 4 zk > 1 and t > t4,
kJt sÿ t zÿ GPzk < «:
Since Jt sÿ t z! GPz uniformly on the compact set fz: ksÿt 4 zk< 1g, the proof of
Theorem 1.5.2 when l 6 2l1 is complete. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Case 2. Now suppose that l0  2l1. The maps fsÿ t : t > 0g no longer
constitute a ¯ow. For 0 < r < t , we have
sÿ t  sÿtÿ rqÿtÿ r;ÿ t;
where qÿtÿ r;ÿt is the R-linear map with
qÿtÿ r;ÿt w 
sÿ r w if w  u; iu; or v;
cÿtÿ r;ÿ t1=2sÿ r w if w  iv;
(
where
cÿtÿ r;ÿ t 
1 t ÿ r1 r
1 t  1
t ÿ rr
1 t > 1;
and indeed, we have
kqÿtÿ r;ÿ t wk> ksÿ r wk for all w 2 E and pairs r; t  with 0 < r < t: 4:4:7
The last observation uses (for the `imaginary parts') the fact that u and v are
orthogonal relative to our new inner product at (4.4.1).
Proof of Lemma 4.4.6 when l0  2l1. This proof is an obvious modi®cation
of the earlier one. Suppose that kzk> r and that t > 0. It may happen that
kqÿtÿ t 3; t zk  r for some t3 < t, and then
Jt sÿ t z  Jt 3Jtÿ t 3 sÿtÿ t 3qÿtÿ t 3; t z  Jt 3z 0 ; 4:4:8
where, as before, kz 0 k> cr and so kJt sÿ t zk> mcr. Otherwise, it must be the
case that ksÿ t zk> r (yes, this is the same as before!) and then kJt sÿ t zk> mr. The
desired result again follows with dr : mr ^ mcr.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Proof of Theorem 1.5.2 when l0  2l1. Because of (4.4.7), this is now
identical to the proof for the case when l0 6 2l1 except for one line where we
modify (4.4.6) in the way we modi®ed (4.4.5) to (4.4.8). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
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